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CHAPTER ONE 
The Prob lem 
Introduction 
The health of the nation is on the decline . Blair l suggests 
that the greatest single reason for this decline is the marked and 
steady l ~ssening of exercise. Mounting evidence indicates that many 
of man's current illness problems are hypokinetic in n?-:'ure and these 
problems could be avoided with the use of moderate exercise. 2 In 
today's busy world many people work according to precise schedules 
where evr "'y minute counts . ":ost people would enjoy some leisure time 
phys ical activity but they are often too tired or too ignorant to 
carry out their own wishes. The warnings about the effects of a 
sedentary life are readily available to those Who are interested, 
but the average person feels he does not have the ti me , means or 
energy to improve his phys ical condition. The problem then is of 
utmos t concern to people, the i.- Vi tality. usefu lness. and ulti ma tely 
their lives are at stake . There is a need ~ : make man sensitive to 
values , devel op his tastes, his sense of adventure, his tt joie de 
vivre. " We "J il l have to teach hi m to evaluate and choose. Nos t of 
the madical world, notably in the last decade, has come to recognize 
\ 1. E. Blair, "Adult PhYSical Fitness ," Canadi an AS SOCiation 
of PhYsica l Health , F.duca t ion ~ nd Recre~tion, 33 (Dec., 196(, ) , 22. 
2 
H. B. Falls, E. l. ~!a llis, and G. A. Logan, Foundatiolls of Con ditioning (Ne,·/ York & London: Academic Press, 1970). 
the value of exe"cise, not only in maintaining a healthy body, but as 
t herapy for unhealthy bodies . 3 Vigorous activity has more and more 
proven worthwhile both as a pre ventive medicine and as a cure. Modern 
~n is confronted wi th a critical choice; either he include5 valid 
health practices and vigorous activity in his life or he suffers 
inevitabl'? losses. If he chooses to remain fit he must e lect those 
practices and activities that will lead to this end. 4 
Short ly after florId War II a "Run for Your Life" concept began 
to appear "hen fon:oer cardiac patients began walking and jogging under 
medical supervision, i n an attempt to help recondition inefficien~ 
cfrculo-resPiratory systems. S The physical fitness elements of 
strength, endurance and fle xib ility, are biological bodily adjustments 
"hich are developed gradually according to the st'"ess applied. How-
ever, without exercise. muscles become lax and flabby, no longer ' 
holding the body in shape and no longer having the capacity 
forCefully or the ability to sustain effort for a period of 
to contrac t 
. 6 tHr.e . 
Positive changes due to exorcise are reverSibl e, and show a "detraining" 
effect within three weeks of the end of training.' A lack of exercise 
3
K
. H. Cooper, Aerobics, A Bantam Specia l (Ne" York: f1. Evans and Co . , 1968), 163. -- . 
4AAPH ER fitne os Conference, "fi tness for You th." Journa I of 
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 39 (1964), 42. 
Sr·!. T. Woodal, Run for Yo ur Life (Charleston: : astern Illinois University, 1967). 
6
l a
"renco E. florehouse and Augustus T. !!iller, Phvsiology of ExerCise (St. l ouis: Th e C. V. /los by Co . , 1968 ). 97 . 
7Falls, Foundations. 
2 
(complete lack) will eventually result in muscular atrophy and 
8 concommitant decalcification of the bony structures. 
The American fledical Association and the American Association 
for Physical Health, Education, and Recreation9 have said that 
obesity. muscle atrophy. cardiovascular inefficiency, joint stiffness 
and impairment of various metabolic functions are possible effects of 
prolonged inactivity. According to figures lO from the United States 
Health Service over fifty percent of all deaths recorded in the 
United States in 1968 ware due to heart disease, strokes and other 
ills of the cardiovascular system. 
11 l' 
Rosenman and Pon~roy < noted that in the case of people 
where coronary heart disease (CHO) was present that over eighty 
percent of th.se people had only light phYSical activity at work 
and about seventy percent did not exercise regularly. Rosenman 
also noted that a significantly high proportion of CHO patients 
had been predicted on the sole basis of their exhibition of 
behavior pattern. 
8H. A. de Vries, PhysioloQY of Exe rCise for PhYSical 
Education and Athletes (Iowa: H. C. Brown Co., Pub1., 1968). 76. 
9AAPHER and A.I·I.A., "Exercise and Fitness," Journal of 
Health, PhYSical Education, and Recreation. 35 (1964), 42. 
lO~looda 11, Run For Your Li fe. 
ll R. H. Rosenman. et a1., "A Predictive Study of Coronary 
Heart Disease," Journal of~ican Medical Association, 189 (July 6. 196~). 905. 
121. C. Pomeroy and P. D. Hhite, "Coronc ry Heart Disease In 
Former Football Players," Journal of American Me dica l As sociation. 167 (June 7. 1958). 711-714. 
3 
There have been many studies done in this area13, 14 , 15 
and many of these were sma 11, "Ii th few except; Dns; as One done by 
Cooper,16 and primarily suggestive. Skinner reports: 
More research ... is defini tely needed to fill the gaps 
in our knOwledge concerning the optimal amount of exercise 
required to elicit a training response. ~!hat is also 
needed is information on the minimal amount of activity 
needed to induce and mal'ntain an adequate level of 
cardiovascular fitness. 7 
Many more studies need to be done in order to verify the current 
information . Pelton18 suggests that such replication is not only 
important, but also that its existence is vital. 
Purpose of the S~udy 
This study was designed to dete rmine the effects of a 
progress i ve aerobi cs tra i nf 09 program on the phys i ca 1 "fork i n9 
capacity of adults as measured on the bicycle ergometer. 
Specifi c Sub-Probleos 
The probl em was investigated further from the standpOin t of 
, 
two basic questions. How does a training program affect resting, 
13Cooper, A~robics. 
14Morehouse, Physiology of fxe rc1se . 
lSde Vries, ~siolo9J of Exercise. 
16Cooper, Aerob! cs . 
17J . S. Ski nner, "Commentary: Physical Act ivity and Cardio-
vascular Health," Canadi an Medical Association Journal, 96 (flarch 2, 1967), gOO . 
18a. Pelton, "A Need for Replication in Research in Hec 1th, 
Physical Education and Recreat ion," Resea rch Quarterly, 41 (December, 1970), 613. 
4 
exercise, and recovery heart rate? How does training affect the 
predicted oxygen consumption? 
SCOpe of the Study 
The study was a longitudinal study lasting fifteen weeks. 
Twenty individuals between the ages of twenty-three and fifty-seven 
were utilized and divided i nto experimental groups of ten subjects 
and a control group of ten subjects. Both groups were tested before 
and at the terminati on of the training program. 
The princ; ple variables obtained were heart rate and work 
load. These were not.d and recorded at rest, during three leve l ~ 
of exercise on Monarch Bicycle Ergometer, and during a five minute 
recovery period. 
Fundamental Assumptions 
There \olere certain fundamental assumptions conSidered while 
conducting this study: 
1. It was assumed that the subjects followed the pre-test 
procedure concerning activity and eating . (See Appendix 1) 
2. It was assumed that all the instruments Were in good 
>Jorking order and Yielded reli ab le results. 
J. It was assumed that the physical working capacity can 
be determined by the method used in this study. 
li mi tations of the Study 
Various factors rlere considered as limitations in thi s study: 
1. Sane of the Subjects were involved in other activities 
before and during the experi ment, which may have influenced the results. 
5 
2. The subjects were at different levels of fitness before 
the experiment began. 
3. The emotion.l and physical readiness of the subjects at 
t~e time of testing mayor may not have been optimal for maxi",al 
effort. 
4. The subjects were not randomly selected since they 
volunteered to participate in the study. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were tes ted: 
1. A progressive aerobics training prog~dm does not i~crease 
physical working e' racity (PWC). 
2. A progressive ae robics training prograM has no effect on 
resting, exercise, or recovery heart rate. 
3. A progressive aerobics training program does not increase 
predicted maximum oxygen consumption (V02). 
Definitions of Terms Used ' 
The f011 01'ing terms will appear frequently throughout the 
text. The definitions are expected to aid the reader to understand 
more fully this study. 
Oxygen Debt.--Whenever the supply of 02 is insufficient to 
meet demands, an individual is said to contract an oxygen deb t. 19 
Oxygen Consumption. __ The amount of oxygen absorbed by the 
blood or oxygen uptake. 
19lbid . 
6 
Fi tnes~.--The ability of an organism to maintain the various 
internal equilibria as closely as possible to the resting state during 
strenuous exercise. 20 
Endurance.--The ability to sustain aerobic work. 
"erob; cs . --The norma 1 process in phys i ca 1 act i vi ty, "/here 
oxygen can be breathed at a sufficient rate to provide for the 
continuance of the production of energy.21 
Physi ca 1 Workl ng Capacity (PWC). --The abi li ty of the body to 
do work and is determined to be at that pOint where no further increase 
in oxygen uptake is necessary to sustain a particular \olOrk load. 22 
Aerobic CapacitY.--The functional capacity of the circulatory 
system to transport oxygen.23 
Kilopond Meter.--Unit of work equivalent to the force acting 
on one kilogram of weight at the normal acceleration of gravity (9.75 
mete rs/second). The power unit, relating to force, is usually 
expressed as the kilopond meters per minute of work. Occasionally, 
this will be seen abbreviated, as kpm in this report. 24 
1966 ) . 20E. E. Selkurt, Physiology (Boston: little Brown and Co., 
21de Vries, Physiology of Exercise. 
22p. O. Astrand, "Human Physical Fitness with Special 
Reference to Sex ond Age," Physiologica l Reviel'I, 36 (1956), 307-335. 
23R. B. Rowell, "Conmentary: Measurement of Naximtl l'fl Aerobi c 
Ca pa ci ty," Canadi an Medi ca 1 Associ ati on Journa 1, 96 (March 25, 1967), 735. 
24Charles C. ~Iallin and Jack S. Schendel, "Physiological 
Changes in !·liddle-Aged Nen Follol-li ng a Ten-~,'eek Jo99in9 Progr(:m ," Research Quarterly, 40 (Oc tober, 1968), 602 . 
7 
Investigators and the public are becoming more aware of the 
need to exercise. There is a problem. however. in the determination 
of what type of training and how much training is required to become 
fit. Th. purpose of this study was to examine the effects of an 
aerobics training program on the phYSical working capacity. heart 
rate. and oxygen consumption of adult men. 
CHAPTER Th'O 
Review of literature 
Introduction 
Thi s chapter ~/as divided into various sections because of the 
nature of the study. The underlying PU";,ose of this investiga tion was 
to study work capacity changes in the body and its directly related 
effects ; therefore, the first section of the review was devoted to a 
discussion of the variables involved in adaption to work. 
There are many and varied methods of detenmining work 
capacity. Some of the tests have different values and the second 
section of the review was accordingly devoted to these tests and 
measuren~nts, relating each test to the bicycle ergometer test. 
A direct conSideration and observation in this study was the 
effect of training and aerobic capacity. The third and last sec ,: ." 
was therefore devoted to literature related to this area. 
Work Capad ty 
Training diminishes the individual differences among performers 
in endurance events. Runners, who are in good condition at the st.rt 
of a training period show sma ll improvement, whereas those in poor 
condition in the beginning improve rapidly during the t raining season. 1 
An illcrease in work output as a result of training has been observed 
lH. Roska""" "Opti mum Pa tt~rns of Exe rCise for Healthy Adults," Canadian ~:edica l Association Journal, 96 (March 25,1967),894. 
9 
in track and treadmill runners and in bicycl e riders. 2 Brooker3 has 
said that heart rate can be used "ith a good degree of confidence to 
predict the extent of alteraticn in endurance brought about by 
increasingly intense levels of endurance training. Robinson and 
Harmon~ studied college students unselected for ath letic ability . 
They tra:ned for a period of six months. Track and treadmill >Jere 
supplemented wi th gymnas ti cs and other act; vi ti es. .n.n average 
reduction of one minute in the ti me required to run a mile occurred 
bet>Jeen the secone and sixth months . The maximal grade of the 
treadmill running was increased fifty percent. In another exoeri"'::?nt . 
subjects who trained on a bicycle ergometer for three months were 
capable of about three times the work output of untrained subjects . 5 
Alderma n
6 
tested ninety-nine fourteen year old boys and girls 
on t he Sjostrand bicycle ergometer work capacity test . This was do;;e 
on two different occasions one year apart. He used three four minute 
periods of exerc ise to predict .PWC-170 and found a significant 
increase in the PWC-170 as J result of the experimental period. 
2de Vries. Physiolo9Y of Exercise, 78. 
le . BrOOker, "Use of Efficiency as a Neasure of Endurc3nce 
Training Intensity, 1i Canadi an ~iedical ASsociation Jnr'''''':al, 96 (March 25. 1967). 865. __ 
4S . Robinson and P. 1-1. Harmon. "Effects of Training and of 
Gelatin Upon Certain Factors ~lhich limit "t~scu1ar h'ork," American 
Journal Of PhvsioloQy. 133 (1941). 161-169. 
5[. Foltz. A. C. Ivy. and [. Barborka. "Use of Double I/ork 
Periods in the Study of Fatigue and Influence of Ca ffrlne ~n 
Recovery," ~a~urnal of Phvs;olo9V, 136 (1942), 79. 
6Richard B. Alderman. "A9~ and Sexual DHfr~ re ncc in Ft!C-i70 
of Canadian School Children." Ab~tracts of P. e~e.!' rch P.pe rs APJ'J!~ Convention, (!-le)"ch, 1966).. ;I(;~ 
10 
Jone s
7 
conducted an investigation on seven untrained women 
ranging in age from nineteen to forty-two. They trained five minutes 
a day for four weeks by skipping rope . Jones noted a significant 
increase in PWC as judged by heart rate respons e to a submaxima l 
bicycle ergometer test. There was also a significant increase in 
the estima ted oxYgen uptake as estimated f rom Astrand's nomogram. 
Such large increases in the work output as a result of training 
cannot be e~plained in terms of improved mechanical efficiency 
alone. 8y emp loying two careful work experiments, training resulted 
in an increase in \'/ork output; the mechanical efficiency remained 
unchanged in oneS and increased only f i ve percent to ten percent in 
the ot he r .
9 
In both of the se experi ~ants, it was noted that the 
trained subjects' r espiratory quotient (RQ) during work >las lower. 
The VOlume of oxygen removed from each litre of inspired air was 
greater and the oxYgen debt was sma ller . 
An inves t i ga ti on by Tutt I e 10 revea I ed tha t >lork dur i ng 
fatigued states on a bicycle ergome ter via s carried on at a thirty-one 
percent higher rate in trail1ed persons than in untrained persons. 
7
0
. Merrit Jones, Chadwick Squires . 'cj Kaare Rodahl, "Effect 
of Rope Sk i ppi ng on Phys i ca I Work i ng Capac i ty," Research Quar te rl y, 33 (May, 1962), 236-238. 
8
fl
. C. flcNelly, "Some Effects of Training on the Respira tory 
Res ponse to [xercise," American Journal of Physiology, 116 (19 36) , 100 . 
9C. Knehr, O. B. Drill, and fl. lieufel" , "Trainin9 and its 
Effect on Ha n at Rest and Work, 1I Amer ican Journal of Physialooy, 136 (1942 ), 148 . 
lOlL fl. Tuttl e, "Effect of Physical Tra ining on Capacity to 
do flork as Measured by the Bicycle Ergo""'ter," Journal of Appli ed Physiology, 2 (1950), 393. 
II 
The trained persons also had an eleven percent greater capacity for 
maximum Nark. 
Oxygen Cons umo tion. '·laximunl oxygen consumption (V0
2
) is 
widely accepted as one index of cardiorespiratory fitness. 11 , 12 
Taylor, ~.13 have concluded that V02 during exhausting work is 
not only a gcod physiological indicator of the capacity of a man for 
sustaining hard muscular work, but it is also the most objective 
method by which one can determine the phYSical fitness of an 
individual as reflec~e~ by his cardiovascular system. Astrand 14 
suggested that a measurement of the individual V0
2 
uptake gives 
valuable information about the maximum work power as \o:e l1 as 
functional capacity of the O2 transport system. Astrand also 
suggested in order to meas ure V02 , the subject must be stressed for 
at least five mi nutes. 15 A short test does not calIon the cardia; 
reserve or adequately stress the card iovascular ~ystem. He also 
suggested that O2 uptake measured after five minutes of exercise 
increased linearly IIi th the lIork load up to 1500 kpm (750 f:atts), 
and that a furthe r increa se in the lIork load does not further 
11
R
. J . Shepard , "Conm.ntary: Phys ica l Activity and Cardio-
vascular Health." Canadian ~ledical ASSOCiation Journal, n~ \March 25, 1967), 702. 
12A. Bouhuys, "Conmentary: 
vascular Health." Canadian Medical 
196 7), 705. 
PhYSical Activity and Cardio-
Association Journal t 96 (~:arch 25, 
13H. L. Tay lor, et al., "''oax imum O~ lntake as an Objective ~~asure of Cardia-Respiratory Performance, Journal of Appl ied Physiology, B (July, 1955). is-SO. 
l4p. O. Astr<nd, "/:easu rement of /';a,imulil Aerobi c Capacity," 
Canadian Medical ASSOCia ti on Journal, 96 (March 25, 1967),732. 
15Astrand, "Sex and Age. II 
12 
elevate the ol\Ygen uptake. Therefore, the capacity for aerobic 
energy delivery apparently was reached. 16 This view was supported by 
Cooper
l7 
and ~!y ndam , IB who also indicated that V0
2 
could be esti ma ted 
upon the maxi mum heart rate at one or more rates Of work. 
In a study by Wil morp19 the relationship between max imum 
oxygen intake and the capacity for endurance performance was investi-
gated in a samp l e of thi r t y male university students. Each subject 
performed two work capacity tests on a bicycle ergome ter. It was 
concluded tnat there was a substantial relationship between endurance 
ca ~ City and V02" The average individual has a reserve of bp ~ween 
two to three times norma l oxygen utilization in the active musc le. An 
increase by a hi gh ly trained athlete, raised to 21.4 ti mes normal, 
during sus taine d maxima l exertion, has been recorded. 20 Sproule21 has 
shown that training will increase oxygen carrying capaCity from below 
normal to levels approaching or s urpassing maxima l . Bird22 s tudied 
16Astr.~and, "Measu reme~ t of Hax lmum Aerobic Capac i ty. " 
17K. H. Cooper, "A Means of Assessing Haximal 02 Uptake," 
Journal Arr.,ri ca n Nedi cal ASSOCiation, 203 (January IS, T96 B). 201-204. 
l Bc. H. Wyndham, "Subl'," xi~al Tests for Estimating flaxi",u," 02 
Intake , " Ca nad i an Medi ca I Associ at i on Journa 1, 96 (Na r ch 25, 1967), 736. 
19Jack H. Hiln:ore, "f·laxi mum Oxygen Intake and its Rel a tionship 
to (ndurance Capa ci ty on a 8i cycle Ergometer," Research Qua rterl y. 40 (flarch , 1969 ), 203. 
20Se lkurt, Physiology, 367 . 
218 . J . Sproule , et a1., "Exe rcise 2nd Oxygen Carrying 
Capacity," Journa l of Cli iiTCaT InvestiQation, 39 (1 960). 37B . 
22patrick J. Bird and Joh n F. Alexander, "Effects of an 
Ind i vidua lly Geared Exerci s:e P rogr~ r.1 on Physica l Fitness and Cardi o-
resp i ratory Ef fiei er~cy of Adu J t Nen," Research Quarter] y, 39 (Oecember, 19GB ), B51. 
ten men ranging in age from twenty-three to fifty-three. They trained 
for twenty-three weeks on individually geared progressive training 
programs, and were tested according to the Balke treadmill test. A 
S1 gni fi cant improvement 1 n cardiorespi ratory effi ci ency and V0
2 
was 
observed as a result of the training program. These results ":ere 
supported by Sucec23 and Ribs1,24 who found similar results. 
In a study on aerobic capaCity, the first of its kind, 
Astrand
25 
reported on ninety-five n0rn41 non-athletic males ranging in 
age from six to ninety-one years. They were investigated at resting 
conditions and during and after exercise on a treadmill at two Y/ork 
intensities of r/hi'ch one was considered maximal with a work time of 
two to five minutes. He showed that V02 decreased with age by up to 
forty percent. 
Cooper
26 
studied one hundred and fifteen U.S. Air Force male 
officers and airmen who were evaluated on a twelve minute field 
performance test and on a treadmill maximal oxygen consumption test. 
The correlation of the fiel'd test data with laboratory determined 
O,:"·on consumption was 0.B97. The significance of this relationship 
ma kes it possi~le to estimate with considerable accuracy the raximal 
23Anthony A. Sucec, "Oxyge n U~take in Middle-Aged I.lales 
Participating in an Adult Fitnes'i Program, II Abstracts of Research 
Papers AAPHER Convention, (~!arch, 1967), 20. 
24Pau1 N. Ribs1, "Changes in Maximal Oxygen Intake "ith 
Trai.1ing in 1·lidd1e-Aged ~!en." Abstracts of Research Papers AAPHER Convention, (Ma rch, 1967 ), 13. 
25 
Astrand, "Measurement of "iaximum Aerobic Capacity." 
26Cooper, "Ma ximal 02 Uptake.· 
14 
oxygen consump tion only from the results of the twelve minute 
performance test. 
Resting Heart Rate. Improvement in the cond; tion of the heart 
is determined by such standards as a reduced restfng heart rate, a 
lower heart rate during exercis~. and a faster rate of recovcry.27 
The normal heart rate at rest, in the adult, ranges between forty and 
one hundred beats per minute and averages about seventy. The heart 
of the trained athlete at rest often beats less than fifty ti mes per 
minute. The heart rate is widely variable, largely because it is a 
prime factor in the ma 1ntenance of cardiovascular homeostasis.28 
Because of the wide ranse in resting heart rate is almos t ~aningless 
to speak of the normal heart rate , rather the mean heart rate should 
be referred to without imp lying that a rate of forty (in highly 
trained athletes) or one hundred is necessarily abnormal. 29 There 
is a tendency for the heart rate to be l"",er in subjects "ho are in 
good physi cal condition; howeve r, there is very little definite 
evide nce to support this .3D 
In a study by Wallin and Schendal,31 twenty adult men, aged 
thirty-one to sixty, trained by jogging for ten weeks : at the 
termi nation of the experi mental program a six minute subma ximal bout 
on a bi cycle ergometer was performed to determine if any differences 
27 J. 1. Rodale, "How '·Iuch Exerc ise for the Heart, " Preventf on, (July, (971), 46. 
28Selkurt, PhYSiOloov, 314. 
29de Vri es , P~ys i.!'.l£!!.l' of Exercise, 70. 
3O~~o rehous e and Ni ller, Phys iolooy of Exercise, 97 . 
31Wallin, "Joggi ng Prog ram." 
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could be determined. It was concluded that the exercise program 
produced a significant reduction in resting heart rate. 
Pollock
32 
studied twenty-one volunteer men between the ages of 
thirty ond forty-five ;;ho jogged eirht miles a week for twenty weeks 
at eighty-five percent maximum heart rate. Resting heart rate showed 
a relationship similar to e"ercise reductions from 68.5 to 61.8 beats 
per minute. These results were supported by an investigation by 
Chevrette,33 who determined that a lower resting heart rate can be 
expected as a result of daily exercise program. 
Heart Rate During Exercise. The simplest and most extensively 
applied way of testing the circulatory functional capacity is to 
determine the heart rate during or after exercise. 34 As exercise 
begins. the heart rate elevates very rapidly . If the exercise is 
light or moderate, a pl a teau is seen in thirty to Sixty seconds and 
this pulse rate \,/i11 remain relatively constant until the ces sat ion 
of exercise or until the onset of a greater work load or until the 
cardiovascular system begins to fatigue . 35 
The accelerati on of the heart rate begins immediately after 
the coomencement of e xercisej it may in fact begin before e xercise 
32Nichael l. Pollock, Zebulon V. Kendrick, and Thomas N. 
Hickman. "Effects of Training and Detraining on Cardiovascular 
Effi ci ency," Abstracts of Research Papers AAPHER Con venti on, (April, 1971),17. 
33John II. Chevr. tte, "The Effect of a Specific Exercise 
Program on Se lected Health Related Fitness Purameters of College 
Freshmen," Abs tracts of Research Papers AAPHER Convention, (Apd l, 1971), 7. 
(Ne1d 
34 
P. O. Astrand and Kaare Rodahl, Textbook 
York: IlcG ra,·/-Hill Book Compcny , 1970), 350. 
35de Vries, Physiolooy of ExerCise, 13. 
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starts, coi nci dent with the tensi ng of muscles, as in "getti n9 set" 
for a sprint . This preliminary increase in heart rate is believed to 
be caused by the influence of the c",.,b ral cortex on the controlling 
center of the heart rate in the "edulla. The preliminary rise in 
heart rate usually shows a tendency to level off after a fe" seconds 
and is follo"ed by a more gradual rise to the final maximal level. 
which may be reached only after four or five minutes, or even more 
than in an hour . 36 According to Nupp37 men in poorer condition are 
less apt to attain stead:' state heart level than men in better 
conditiun. 
florehouse 3B noted tha t while subjects' heart rate ne""y 
leveled off at 300 kpm and 600 kpm that it rose continually during the 
900 kpm run and failed to plateau during the test time. 
Baker
39 
tested ninety-two male students randomly divided i, .'o 
two groups . One group skipped rope ten minutes daily for si x weeks; 
the other group jogged thirty minutes daily for six weeks. Both 
groups showed a significant decrease in heart rate 2S measured by the 
Harvard Step Test . Wallin and Schende1 40 examined the effects of a 
36Morehouse and Miller, PhYSiology of Exercise, 99. 
37Wi 11 i am F. Nupp and Lawrence E. Morehouse, "A~~ uS tme nt of 
Exercise Intensity by Heart Rate," American Cardio-Thoracic Journal, 
21 (November and December. 1967). 
38lawrence E. ~o r~house, "Heart Contra 11 ed Ergometry, II 
Report to the Fifth National Bio-fledical Instrumentation Symposium. (Albuquerque. Ne" flexico, May, 1967). 
39John A. Baker, "Comparison of Rope Skipping and J 09ging as ~lethods of Improving Cardiovasculal~ Efficiency of College Ncn," 
Research Qua rterly, 39 (flay, 196B), 240-43. 
40Wa J 1 i n, uJoggi n9 Program . " 
ten week jogging program on heart rate response to exercise . They 
concluded that the exe rcise produced significant reductions in heart 
rate response to all levels nf exercise . 
As trainin!l ~: rogresses, the heart rate for any gi ven work load 
decreases. Other things being equal. the physically fit or t he 
athletically trained individual has a lower given heart rate for any 
given exe rcise work load. furthermore, at t ~· e maximum heart rate 
which is similar for the trained and untrained states the trained 
individual will ~e Jb1e to produce a greater work 10ad. 41 
Heart Ra te Duri ng Recovery. After exercise ends the retur~ to 
normal is very rapid for the first two to three minutes then slows 
considerably to a rate of decrease that is roughly rel ated to the 
intensity and duration of the exercise. 42 In me n in good physical 
condition. recovery Occurs more rapidly than in fatigued or poorly 
trained subjects. The physiological factors that determi ne the time 
course of the recovery of the heart rate after exercise are not 
clearly understood and may include body temperature, hemoconcentration 
of adrenaline and/or lacti c aCid. and other determinants .43 
Wallin
44 
noti ced that during recovery the heart rate decreased 
substantially during the first two minutes of reCovery . and that an 
aerobics training program will significantly reduce the recovery heart 
41Taylor, "r':aximum 02 Intake.· 
42de I/ries, ft!.Y.siolnov of fxerci~ e J 82. 
43lli!!. 
44fJa 1lin. "Jogging Program.' 
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rate. Skinner
45 
found that, with training, there was a reduction of 
heart rates for identical work loads and that recovery occurred more 
rapi dly "hen compared to pre-trai ni ng me .. urements. Pollock46 has 
suggested that recovery heart rate may be used as an indicator of 
physical fitness. However, Hartung47 has written that the Use of 
recovery heart rate is probably not valid as an indicator of cardio-
respiratory efficiency or level of fitness. It seems as ~ : lOugh the 
area of recovery heart rate to functional fitness is vague as to 
positive trends. This may be Q "esult of inconsistent testing 
procedures . 
Measurements and Tests of Fitness 
$ubmaxima l Tests. There are several submaximal te~ts for 
cardiovascular fitness, some of which are the treadmill test. the 
48 . bicycle ergometer test, as well as the modified step test. The 
step test is less standardized at sUbmaXimal loads and for subjects 
45J . Skinner, J. Holloszy , and T. K. Cureton, "Effects of a 
Program of Endurance Exerc; ses on Physi cal Work, I, Ameri can Jourr:a 1 
of Cardiology, 14 (1964), 747-752. 
46pOllock, "Cardiov.: s cular Efficiency." 
47G. Harley Hartung, "Specificity of Training as Indicated 
by Heart Ra te Response to Treadmill Exercise," Abstracts of P.esearch 
Pa pers AAPHER Convention, (Ap ril , 1971), lS. 
48A.r·1.A. Co","ittee on ExerCise and Physical Fitness, " Is Your 
Patient Fit?" J ou rnal American fledical ASSOCiation, 201 (July 10, 1967), 117-118. 
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less than sixteen years of age .49, 50 However, Kurucz, et al. 51 say 
that there is a high correlation between the Balke Treadmill Test and 
the submaximal step test, and ~~yers52 suggests that tho Harvard Step 
Test is reliable as a partial measure of cardiovascular fitness. 
The Treadmill Test. With children less than ten years of age 
the treadmill is superior if maxi~um aerobic work power is to be 
measured; this may also be true in older subjects. 53 Rowel1 54 has 
reported a higher maximum VOZ on the treadmill than on the bicycle. 
This has been supported by Glassford55 end Kasch,56 and may be because 
one is primarl1y using the muscle groups of t~e legs (especially the 
quadriceps) while the uppe, ' body remai ns relatively still. The 
treadmi ll technique is the same as that of the step tests and they 
correlate very highly (0 .95).57 
--49Astrand, "Measurement of Maximum Aerobic Capacity . " 
50Kenneth F. Metz and John F. Alexander, "An lnvesti gati on of 
the Rela tionship Between Ma ximum Aerobic Work Capacity and Physica l 
Fitness in 12 - 15 Year Old Boys ," ~h Quarterly, 41 (March, 1970), 44. 
51Robert l. Kurucz, et al ., IIConstruction of a Submaximal 
Card'ov;.- .... Iar Step Test," Research Quarterly, 40 (March, 1969), 115. 
52Carlton R. fleyers , "A Study of the Reliabl1ity of the 
Harvard Step Test," Research Quarterly, 40 (May, 1969). 423. 
SJAs trand, "Measurement of Maximum Aerobi c Capac; ty." 
54Rowe 11 , "Corrmentary. N 
55R. G. Glassford, et al., "A Comparison of '·1a xima l O
2 
Uptake 
on the Treadmill and Bicycle Ergometer," Journal of Applied Phys i ology, 20 (1965), 509. 
56F. W. Kasch and J. L. Boyer , Adult Fitness, Principles and 
Prac tices (Col orado : America n Prod. , and Pub 1. , 19681, 36. 
57 l~i d. 
T"elve '1inute FIeld Test . This test devised by Cooper58 is 
readily adaptable to large groups, requires minimum equipment and 
appears to be a better indicator of cardiovascular f itness than the 
more commonly used 600 yard run . 59 Because of the hi9h correlation 
with maximal Oxygen consumption, it can be assumed that tl-je twelve 
minute field performance test is an objective measure of physical 
fitness reflecting the cardiovascular status of an individual. 
Burris
60 
tested college women and found that the twelve 
minute run was both a valid and reliable test of physical fitness 
and aerobic c3pacity. These results were substantiated by an 
investiga t ion by Wanamaker61 "ho tested forty-eight subjects. 
The Bioycle Er90meter . Wilmare62 investigated the rel ation-
ship between maximum 02 intake and capacity for endurance performance 
on the bicycle ergometer and concluded that there was a significant 
relationship between the two. Recordings on the bicycle are easy to 
obtain because the subject is Sitting rathe,' than runnin9 . The 
bicycle has other advantages: 63 
5~ . 
_uope ,' I Aerobi cs . 
591. l. DOOlittle and Ro llin Bigbee, "The Twelve IHnute Run 
Walk: A Test of Cardiorespiratory Fitness of Adolescent Boys ," 
Res.arch Quarter~, 39 (October. 1968), 491 . 
60Barbar. J. Burris , "Re liability and Validity of the Twelve 
mnute Run Test for College Women," Abs tracts of Research Parors AAPHER Convention, (April, 1970), 15. -
61George S. Wanamaker, "A Study of the Validity and Reliability 
of the Twelve '·1inute Run Under Selected ~:otivational Conditlons," 
Abstracts of Res earch Papers AAPHER Convention, (April, 1970), 16. 
62r!i l mcre. "Endurance Cap acity on a Bicycle Ergome ter ." 
63Astrand, 1'~leasurement of Haximum Aerobic Capacity." 
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1. Subjects feel more secure when sitting on the bicycle 
than standin~ on a treadmill. 
z. Bicycle is cheaper. 
3. The bicycle requires less space and is easier to move . 
4. Electricity is not necessary. 
5. Easier to apply a givEn load . 
6. Hork load can be chosen to weight of an individual. 
Bicycle type ergomete rs offer other advantages in control and 
measurement of external Wo rk performed. Compared with a treadmi ll, 
the .. v are self powered and under direct control of the subject . 
Reduction of the load or termination of the exercise, in case of any 
diff iculty, can be achieved >lithout any demand on the skill or agility 
of the subject. 64 Many experimenters have used the bicycle ergometer 
to measure di fferent var; ab le s; Doroschuk65 measured PWC. heart ra"te. 
and oxygen consumption on the ergometer. Herbert66 determined PWC-170 
by utilizing heart rate obtainEd through exercise on t he bicyc le 
ergome ter. Corbin67 exami ned PHC of children using the Sjostrand and 
64Morehouse, Heart Controlled Ergometry. 
65Eugene V. Ooroschuk, "The Phys i ca 1 Working Capacity of 
Hales as As sessed by Bicycle Ergome tery," Abstracts of Fitness and 
Positive Health, A Sympos i um Held in Honor of T. K. Curetr.n, (Aprfl. 1957). 27. 
661·!i lli ar.1 G. Herber t, "The Effect of Dehydrati on and ~ubseque"t 
Rehydration on the Physical ~!or ~ inQ Cc'!pacity of Co llege ~!re ~ t l f' rs ... ~£~~LRe!:e2rch P2rel's~£q CO;1venti C'n, (r.p r~ 1, 1971 ) I 2J. 
67Cha ,· les B. Corbin, "Predicting Physical Working of Children 
from Running Ferfonnances. " Abstracts of Research Papers A~ Convention, (April, 1971). 47. 
Hahlund method, and Alderman68 e .. mi ned heart rate response to work, 
concluding that heart rate response was a reliable measure of P~/C on 
the bicycle ergometer. 
Exe rcise an~ Aerobic Capacity 
Training Programs. Hodgsen69 found that circuit training two 
times a week for four weeks significantly improved fitness as measured 
by the modified Harvard Step Test . Similar studies by Stu ll ,70 
Vri j ens, 71 and Jackson72 have shown similar results. Other 
st"dies
73
, 74 have indicated that a longer period of approximately ten 
weeks of jogging is needed to produce any phYSiological chan9>s. 
Baker
l5 
found that rope skipping ten minutes a day >la . as efficient as 
joggi ng thirty minutes a day in increasing cardiovascular efficiency 
68Rich ard B. Alderman, "Heart Rate Response in Bicycle 
Ergometer ~:ork ,·lith T>lo Levels of ~Iork Load," Abstracts of Research 
Papers AAPHER Convention, (March, 1970), 17. 
6gJames L. Hod9sen and J. Thomas Sorenson, "Effects of 
Ci reu; t Tra i nj n9 on the Mod i fied Harvard Step Tes t." Research Quarterl Y_, 34 (May, 1963), 154 . 
70G• Alan Stull and David H. Clarke, "High - resis tance , Low-
repetition Training as a Determiner of Strength and Fatigat ;il ty,1t 
Research Quarterly, 41 (flay, 1970), 189 . 
71Jacques Vrijens, "The Infl uence of Internal Circuit 
Exerc; ses on Physi ca 1 Fi tness of Adolescents I" Research Quarterly I 40 (October , 1969), 595 . 
72Jay H. Jackson. et al., "Ca rdiorespiratory Adapti ons to 
Training at Specified Frequencres," Research Quarterly, 39 (I.lay, 1968), 295. 
73Ha 11 in. "Joggi"a Pr:)g r~ rn." 
74Sird and A 1 e.xandel~. "Physica1 Fitness of Adult Hen." 
75Baker , "Comparison of Rope Skipping and Joggin~ ." 
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as measured by the Harvard Step Test . 76 Jones,~. found that only 
five minutes of rope skipping for weeks increased physical working 
c~pacity as measured on the bicycle ergometer . Weight training 
programs according to Nagle 77 and Chambless 78 do not have any effect 
on muscular endurance . Other trai nj ng prCl~rams have ma de use of the 
treadmil1
79 
and the bicycle ergometer80 but a ll programs tend to 
agree that vigorous training is needed to make gains in fitness and 
that verbal encouragement is net enough. B1 
Morehouse
82 
suggested that to improve cardi ovascular function 
an ~xercise heart rate of 150 beats per minute sustained for three 
minutes (which is about si xty percent of maximum working capacity) is 
considered to be the mini ma l dai ly training load necess~ ry to obtain 
significant improvement. HOh'ever. Edwards ,83 investigation indicated 
76Jones, "Effect of Rope Ski pping." 
77Fro ,C i S J. Nagle, "Effec t s of Two Systems of Ilei ght Training 
on Ci reu 1 orespi ra tory Endurance and Re 1 a ted Phys i a 1 ogi ca 1 Fac tors, II 
Research Quarter ly, 31 (December, 1960), 607. 
78Ji mny R. Chambless and Georl]e C. Moore, "Conments on O'Slea's 
Study on the Effects of Short Term Weight Training on PerfOnT,ances in 
the 400 ,-" ter Run," Research QUil rterly, 41 (MilY, 1970), 194. 
79Srial1 J. Sharkey and John P. Hollemen, "Cardiorespiratory 
Adaptions to Training at Spec ified Intensities ," Research QLorterly, 38 (December, 1967) , 698. 
80Susan A. Yeager and Paul Brynteson, "Effects of Varying 
Training Periods on the Devc~opme nt of Cardiovascular Effic iency of 
College ~omen ," Researc~ Quarterly, 41 (Oecember, 1969), 590. 
81Rolene la Hayne and D. ~l. Hall, "Improvements Resulting Frotu 
a Fitness Program," Research Quart., dy, 35 (1.lay, 1964), 288. 
e2Moreho use. ~eart Controlled crcorr~ try-. 
831':a rigold A. Edwards, "A Study to Deternine the Effects of 
Trai ning at Pre -Determined Heart ~fl te leve ls in College ~.'o!T-e n, " 
Abs t ro ct s of Resea rch Popers AAPHER Conventi on, (April , 1971), 1 S. 
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that a heart rate of 125 beats per minute provided sufficient but 
not maximum sti mulus for significant training effects . 
Aerobics. Aerobic capacity is one of the mos t i mportant 
factors determining performance in endurance type events. The maximum 
°2 intake and 02 pulse are direct "'easures of aerobic capacity. 84 In 
anaerobic work. the fitness of the muscle depends on its ability to 
develop force. In aerobic work respiration and circulation 1'1111 play 
a dominating role especially if large muscular groups are engaged .85 
de Vries
86 
reported that an endurance tyt e of exercise program has 
been shown to increase aarobic capacity by as much as eight percent 
and anaerobic capacity by three to eight percerlt. Aerobic I!le tabolism 
can be estimated very simply by observing the subject during and after 
ten minutes of continuous ac tivity as running and walking.87 More 
precise measure~nts of aerobic me tabolism under stressful exerciS1 
may be made if the facilities are available to employ the bicycle 
ergome ter or treadmill test .88 Cooper89 suggested aerobics is the 
only method of achieving cardiovascular or physical fitness. 
84J . Ishiko, "Aerobi c Cap<c ity and External Criteria for 
Performance , " Canadian Medical Association Journal) 96 01arch 25, 1967), 748. 
85 
As trand, Sex and Age. 
86de Vries, Physiolooy of Exercise. 
87 A. t-I .A., Phvs ical Fitne ... 
e81bi d . 
S9K. IL Coop~r. Nel>: te rabics. A Bantom Special (Ne\,1 York: M. Evens and Co., Inc . , 1!?68). 
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~. Shock90 has shown that physical activity will increase 
one's life span and reduce the rate of aging. Cooper91 suggested that 
age has nothing to do with the body's capacity to absorb oxygen, 
contrary to Astrand92 "ho reported that V02 decreased with age. 
Cocper93 ind ica ted that an oxygen consumption of 28.0 mIs/kg. or more 
would categorize one as being in excellent condition regardless of 
age. 
Summary 
Physical ,lOrking capacity, oxygen consumption, heart re.te, and 
physical fitnes, all seem to be beneficially affected by a reqular 
aerobics training program, whereas weight training programs appear to 
have no affect on these parameters. There are many ways of testing 
and measuring aspects of cardiovascular fitness; most of these teJ. ts 
are accurate within their individual limitations. 
The ma jori ty of available literature suggests rather fin::ly 
that exercise is very important to the health of individuals and 
t ha t it may be used as either preventive or rehabilitative therapy. 
It C? '" I.e concluded then that the public must be made more aware of 
both the det .. imen ~al effects of a life of leisure, and the beneficial 
effects of regular exercise. 
gON. W. Shock , "Physical Activity and the Rated Ageing," 
Canadian fiedical Association Journal, 96 (March 25,1967),836. 
91Cooper, Aerobics. 
92Astrand. Sex and Ane .. 
O ? 
~¥Cooper , Aerobics. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
flethod of Research 
Experimenta l Design 
The study investigated the effects of a progressive aerobics 
program on the physical working capacity of adult men. The experi-
menta l pl riod was fifteen weeks and included a progressive aerobics 
program. 
Subjects. The subjects were twenty adult men (ten 
experimenta l and ten control), faculty and staff of Western Kentucky 
University and business men f rom the Bowling Green community . Refer 
to Table 1 fo r a more complete description of subjects. The criteria 
for selection of the experimental subjects were: 
1. flembers of an adult fi tness class and friends of the 
experimentor were asked individually by the experimentor if they would 
be interested in partiCipating as s ubjects in thi s study. Volunteers 
were told that cardiovascular fitness and \'/ork capacity would be 
eva 1 ua ted. 
2. According to criteria established by their own personal 
phYSician, they were _apparently free from disease. 
3. Pri or to the participation in the study they were not 
involved in a regular exercise routine. 
The criterid for the selection of t he control group \'!en~: 
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1. Acquaintances of the writer were asked individually if 
they woul d participate in the study. 
2. Individuals wh0, for personal reasons , withdre>J from the 
trai ning program within t>lO weeks of Its conmencement were asked 
i ndividua l ly to be members of tr. J control group. 
3. According to criteria estab l ished by their own personal 
phYSician they were apparently free from disease . 
4. Subjects were asked that they maintain the same routine 
of living for the duration of the study . 
Subjec t Age 
1 50 2 45 3 25 4 42 5 27 6 52 7 46 8 24 
" 
g 27 10 24 lJ 23 12 57 13 37 14 28 15 23 
TABLE 1 
SUBJECT INFORHATJON' 
Experimental Group 
Wei ght Pre- test Date Post-test Date (pounds) and Time 
and Time 
-211 2126 ( B: 15) 5/6 ( B: 15/ 177 2120 ( B:OO) 5/7 ( 7:30 169· 2120 [ B: 30 ) 5/12 ( 6: 45) 163 2/ 18 7: 15) 515 ( 7: 00) 161 2/18 ( 6: 30) 5/6 ( 7:45) 193 2/ 18 ( 8:00) 5/13 ( 7:30 ) 211 2/19 [ 7 :00/ 4/28 [ 7: 30) 175 2/17 6:45 4128 7:00) 
-
Contro l Group 
155 2126 ( 9:00) 5/12 ( 7:45) 220 2/19 [ 7: 45 j 5113 [ 9 :00/ 145 2120 7:45 5/ 13 7: 30 197 2/26 [ 7'3OJ 5/14 ( 7: 30! 176 2/26 12: 15 5/13 [12 :45 152 2/26 ( g: 30 5/13 8:15 200 2/ 18 ( g:OO) 4/29 ( 8:30 
' h e-tes t data "ere cbtci nea on twenty Subjects; hO>lever, 
because of failure to meet specific group criteria post-test data >Jere obtained on only fifteen Subjects. 
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Experimental Program. A progressive aerobics training program 
was follo>led for a period lasting fifteen weeks (February 1 through 
"lay 14). All pre-tests on the bicycle ergometer were glven during 
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the third and fourth weeks of training, allowing the first two weeks 
for ~rientation of the subjects to tile equipment, testing procedure, 
and regular exercise. The post-tes ts were given during the fourteenth 
and fifteenth weeks. Continuous exerc ise with an emphasis on increased 
performance was the mai~ objective 0; the program. 
The exercises \-/ere conducted on the track or in the combatives 
room of Smith Stadium depending on the weather and the type of 
exercise. Attandance wos taken regularly with the intended purpose 
of emphasizing the need for attendance at least two of fo ur sessions 
per week . 
The daily training program followed very closely the outllne 
1. Run and/or walk two miles progressively co~pleting the 
distance in less ti me. 
2, (0) Run in place vigorously for thirty seconds. 
(b) Run in place vigorously lifting the knees as high as 
pos sib 1 e for thi rty seconds, 
(e) Complete si x slow trunk rotations to t he left 
followed by si x trunk -otations to the ri ght ' lith continuous emphasis 
on stretching. This emphasis was expressed repeatedly during any 
stretching exercise. 
(d) Compl e te si x neck rotation s to t he ri sht follC' \-..cd 
by si x to the left. 
(e ) Complete ten push-ups if possible. 
(f) Complete ten sit-ups if possible. 
(g) Run vigorously in place for thirty seconds followed 
b!' the same lifting the knees as high as possible. 
(h) Touch the floor with the legs slightly spread and 
straighten ten times concentrating on increased flexibility . 
(i) Lay face down and place hands on the thighs; flutter 
kick with straight legs for three sets of ten seconds. 
(j) Lie on the abdomen, grasp the ankles behind the back 
then while trying to straighten the body, roll backwards and forwards 
for three sets of ten seconds. 
(k) Sit on the floor with straight legs and stretch the 
arms slowly toward the toes. 
(1) Complete five inverse push-ups. 
(m) Complete ten trunk hyper-extensions while lying on _ 
the floor. 
(n) Run in place for thirty seconds. 
(oj Complete ten push-ups followed by ten sit-ups. , 
Apparatus. The testing apparatus was located in the 
phy<iological laboratory in Smith Stadium. The following is a list 
of equipment used: 
1. A Monark bicycle ergometer. 
2. A four channel Narco Bio-Systems physiograph. 
3. A pre-amplifying unft. 
4. A s tandard input electrode cable with three metal skin 
electrodes and a rubber electrode strap. 
5. Alcohol, s>labs, a towel, and electrode cream or jelly. 
6. White adhesive tape and a pair of SciSSOl·S. 
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7. A Narco Bio-Systems beeper. 
S. A clock with a second hand or a stop watch. 
Variables Meascred. The variables meas ured included heart rate 
p&r mi nute and pedal reval ut ions. Heart rate was conti nUDUS 1y be; 119 
recorded on the physiograph throughout the test . Pedal revolutions 
\'Iere counted and recorded every minute by an assistant for the purpose 
of accurately determining the amount of work done by the subject. 
Assistants. Two members of a gruduate class in Physiological 
Bases of Physical Eduoation volunteered to help with the study. The 
assistants \>Iere both wall versed with the methods and procedures to 
be followed during testing. 
Orientation Procedure. During the first two exercise se~sions 
time \'la5 devoted to orient all subjects to testing procedure and 
apparatus. for both tests, sul;jects 'Jere asked to arrive at the 
re s earch laboratory for e xamination by the experimentor between 6:00AM 
and 9:OOAH. This was to help to ass"re that each subject was as close 
to a resting condition as possible prior to testing. The subjects 
were asked to fo ll ow a set of instructions and procedures between 
the time they awakened and the ti me they arrived at the laboratory 
(see Appendix 1). 
Description of the Test . The test administered in this study 
was a modi f ication of Astrandls stan~drd bicycle ergometer test. 1 
This test required: 
1. That each ~lOrk load be at least si x minutes in duration. 
1 P. D. Astrand, Work Tests ,·,ith the Bicycle ErQoll!eter (Sweden : 
AS eykelfabri ken r·lonarch Varberg), 17 . 
2. Taat the heart rate was recorded every minute and that 
the mean value of the heart rate at the fifth and sixth minutes be 
designated as the working pulse for the load in question. 
3. That because a physician was not present, the work tests 
be di scontinued If the heart rate exceeded 150 beats per minute. 
4. That if the subject experienced pressure or pain in the 
chest, pain radiating Into the left arm and/or jaw, or insistent 
stitch, or troublesome shortness of breath, the test be discontinued . 
A pilot investigation Indicate~ that the subjects involved in 
this study had a low physical work capacity; for that reason , the work 
loads listed in the tabl e below were chosen as those to be us ed In 
this study. 
TABLE 2 
MODIFIED BICYCLE ERGOMETER TEST 
Ti me In Minutes 
0-6 
6 - 12 
I? - 18 
18 - 23 
Work Load (kpm/min) 
150 
450 
750 
recovery 
Note : If.t any time during the 
eighteen minutes · of exercise the subjects' heart 
rate exceeded 150 beats pe,- minute the test was 
discontinued immediat~'y. 
Admi nistration of Tests. When the subject arrived he changed 
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i nto gym trunks and was weighed. The t est \ola s admini stered as outlined 
on the ne xt page, both during the pre-test and during the post-test. 
l. The physiograph was plugged into the' po"er Source, making 
certain that a sllitable ground was provided. The power sWitch was 
turned on to allow the instrument to warm up. The paper travel control 
Was turned off and the recording channel was turned to "ready." 
2. The Subject was seated on the bicycle ergometer and the 
seat was adjusted so that when the peddle >las at its lowest paint. 
the subject had a s light bend in his knee. the peddle was directly 
under the longitudinal arch. This POsition was recorded for reference 
in future tests. 
3. The electrodes were attached to the subject as described 
2 by Zauner, Stainsby, and Kaplan. 
4. The subject was asked to sit still until his heart rate 
leveled off; this rate was recorded and considered to be his resting 
heart rate. 
5. To count the heart rate the number of "beeps" or deflections 
by t he stylus during the l ast fifteen seconds of each minute were 
counted and then multiplied by four to give the heart rate per 
minute and this number was recorded on the data sheet (see Appendix 1). 
6, The Subject Was instructed to be gin peddling at twenty-two 
kilometers per hour fDi' thirty seconds prior to the administration of 
the ~'ork load in order to "ge t used to the speed." 
7. At ze,'o time the >lark load was increased on the bicycle 
ergometer to 150 kilogram meters per minute and left there for six 
f.linutes. 
2Christ i an 1,/. Zauner. ~!endall II. Stainsby, and Ha rold foI. 
Kaplan . l abqratory Experiments in Exe rcise Physiolog
v 
(New Jersey: Prentice=!Tall. Inc., 1970} , 20. 
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8. At the beginning of the seventh minute the work load was 
increased to 450 kilogram mete"s per minute and at the begi nning of 
the thirteenth minute it was increased dgain to 750 ki logram me ters 
per mi nute. 
9. After eighteen minutes of exercise the subject .... as 
instructed to stop peddling and to place his feet upon the crossbars 
and to rest for five minutes while a recovery heart rate was recorded. 
10. At the completion of the recovery period all s" itches 
were turned off and the electrodes were removed from the subject. 
Statistical ProGedure. The general approach used in the 
ilnaTysis o~ the data was to test the differences between group means 
by Use of the t-test for independent samp les at the five percent level 
of confidence. A one tailed t-test was chosen instead of the b,o 
tailed t-test because all of the available literature revie"ed 
suggested that exercise will affect heart rate in one direction. 3 
BeCdu:;e the groups were not c~osen random1y it was necessary to 
de termine jf there were si~nificant differences between the groups 
On the pre-test. After the training program another t-test was run 
in order to observe: ( 1) if there was a significant diffei"'ence between 
the groups (control group compared to experimental group). and (2) if 
there had been a significant gain by either group (control group Tl 
compared to T2• and experimental group Tl compared to T
2
J. All 
statistical operations in this study were computed using a MonrO@ 
[pic 3000 desk calculator. 
3kcn t! l d i'J . ";tJafr:S. pr iv"te interv ielv he l d in the Ecluci~ t~o'lal 
Corr.p lex on the car.I;' us of Western Kentucky University, 80l-l li119 Green, Kentucky, June, 1971. 
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There \':ere two desi anated testing sessions in this study; 
they >lere : 
Pre-test Tl 
Pos t - tes t T 2 
The t >lO groups considered in this study are listed below: 
Group (G l ) 
Group 2 (G2) 
E~peri mentu l Group 
Control Group 
The mathema tica l procedure used by Ferguson4 in the calculation 
of t-ratios for independent 91"0ups >las utilized in this study . 
Sunrna ry 
A modified bicycle ergome t e r test was pe rformed on eight 
experi mental subjects and seven control subjects before and after an 
aerobics training program . Heart rate was recorded at rest, during 
the exercise, and during recovery on a physiograph . The resulting 
heart rates >lere analyzed s tatistically for significant changes with 
the use of a t-test for independent samples . 
4George A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psycholooy and 
Education (Ne" York: Macgra," Hill, 1971). 143-145. 
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CHAPlER FOUR 
Analysis of Results and Discussion 
Introduction 
This investigation was designed to study the effects of a 
progressive aerobics training program on the physical working capacity 
(PWC), heart rate, ana predicted maximum oxygen consumption (VO
Z
). 
The data used in the fina; analysis were obtained by recording heart 
rate on a physiograph while the subject peddled at predetermined work 
loads. This chapter was di vided into four major sections, the first 
section being the introduction. The second section dealt with hamo-
geneity between the groups at the time of the pre-test. The third 
section dealt >lith PWC-170, heart rate, and VOZ response to exercise. 
The last section was a short summary. 
Pre-test, Homogeneity Between Groups 
A comparison between the experimental and control groups 
showed that they were not significantly different at the beginning of 
the training program. Ferguson l suggested that the t-test be used to 
sho>l differences only if there was reason to believe that the 
papulation distributiar.s do not depart too grossly from the normal 
form, and the population variances do not differ markedly from 
equality. 
I 
Ferguson, Sta tistic~l An~ lysis. 
Individual scores within both groups revealed a great 
fluctuation (see Appendix 2). However, the mean scores for each group 
for the pre-test did not vary significantly for ' ny of the vari ab les, 
resting, exercise, recovery heart rate, or predicted PWC-170 (see 
Table 3) . 
TABL E 3 
SUMMI\RY OF t-RATIOS FOR SIGflIFICANCE OEn/EEN THE GROUPS 
DURING THE PRE-TEST (T1) 
Group Item Nean Scores t* P. 
1. Resting Heart Rate G1 71.8 G2 72.6 0.1 55 N.S . 
2. Heart Rate G1 83.5 at 150 kpm G2 B7.1 0 .723 N.S. 
3. Heart Rate G1 106.0 at 450 kpm G2 109.1 0.496 N.S. 
4. Hear~ Rate G1 136 .0 at 750 kpm G2 131. 7 0. 532 N.S. 
Recovery Heart Rate 
5. 1st Hinute G1 106.3 
G2 104. 3 0.223 N.S. 
6. 2nd fli nute G] 97.5 
G2 91.4 0.702 N.S. 
7. 5th f·li nute G] 85. 5 
G2 83.4 0.532 N.S. 
8. Predi cted PHC- i 70 G1 1340.2 G2 1380.9 0.206 fLS. 
*A ll ; te rns havE df=]~ . n~ t .05=1.77] except item no. 4, ~:h e re df= ll . and t.05-1. 7.6 . 
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Heart Rate and PWC-170 Response to Tra1ning 
The results of the pos t -test reveal ed •• s did the results of 
t he pre-test. a grea t fluctuation of scot'es wHhin each group (see 
Appendix 3 for raw data). The means of the groups. however. di d show 
a si gnificant difference at se lected intervals during the exercise 
that were not present at the time of the pre-test (see Table 4) . 
These differences are disc"os.d in the fo l lowing pages. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF t-RATIOS FOR SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEII THE GROUPS 
OURING THE POST-TEST (T2) 
Group Item Mea n Scores t* P. 
Resti ng Heart Rate Gl 67.0 G2 71.4 0.825 N .S . ~ . 
Heart Rate Gl 77.5 at 150 kpm G2 88.1 2.365 <.05 
Heart Rate Gl 96.4 at 450 kpm G2 110.3 3.203 <.05 
Heart Rate Gl 123 .8 at 750 kpm G2 135 . 7 2.350 <.05 
Recovery Heart Rate 
1st Minute Gl 98.3 G2 110.3 1.507 N. S. 
2nd Hinute Gl 88. 8 G2 99. 1 1.407 N.S. 
5th Minute Gl 81. 3 G2 82.9 0.265 tl. S. 
Pred; cted PHC- 170 Gl 1792.3 G2 1300.9 2.033 <. 05 
*A11 
no. 4. wliere 
items have df=13 and t. 05 =1.771 . df=l l and t. 05=1.796. 
except i t em 
Resting Heart Rate. The nortnal resting heart rate under 
presumably controlled conditions produced a wide range in different 
persons. The normal range should be fifty to one hundred beats per 
minute for men. 2, 3 The resting heart rates observed in this study 
were wi thin these normal rJnges (see Appendix 2 and 3). In testing 
for significant gdins within each group no significant gains were 
noted (Tabl e 5). Thi s was in agreement wi th Morehouse and 1~i1ler4 
who suggest that there is no clear correlation between exercise and 
resting heart rate, provided that th. exceptionally low rates in 
highly trained at,letes are excluded. 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF t-RATIOS FOR SIGIIlFICANT GAINS WITHIN 
THE GROUPS AT REST 
Means 
Groups (Beats Per ~1i nute) t* P 
Group Tl 71.8 
T2 67.0 1.001 N.S. 
Group 2 Tl 72.6 
T2 71.4 0.190 N.S. 
*Group 1 : df= 14; t .05=1. 761 
Group 2: df=12; t . 05=1.782 
2A. Graybiel, et al., '·Analysis of the Electrocardio9rams 
Obtained from 1000 HeaTfFiYVoung AViators," American Heart Journal. 27 (1944), 524. 
3de Vries, Phvsiolocy of txercis p. , 70 . 
4Morehouse and ~!i11er, ~siolooy of Exercise, 97. 
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This study did not produce a significant reduction in resting heart 
rate, although the experimental group did reduce their heart rate from 
71.8 to 67.0 beats per minute. Other st udies5, 6, 7 have shown a 
significant reduction in resting heart rate after exercise training 
programs. 
The null hypothesis of no change, as a result of the 
experimental program, was accepted. The small number of subjects 
and the relatively short training period may have limited the chance 
of showing significance. 
Heart Rate During Exercise. The training period employed in 
this study involved three different increasing work loads, each 
lasting six minutes. The work loads were ISO, 450, and 750 kilopond 
meters per minute, respectively. AstrandB suggests tnat it takes 
about six minutes for the heart rate to adapt to the task being c 
performed. For this reason, tests for significant differences between 
the groups during exercise were analyzed only three times, once after 
each work load. As can be ,obsened from Figure 1. subjects in both 
groups increased their heart rate rapidly during the first minute of 
exercise. It then decreased during the second minute, and plateaued 
unti 1 the work load was increased. Hith each onset of an inc)'eased 
work load an increase in heart rate was observed and each time a 
SKneh r. Drill, and Neufeld. HTraining and its Effects." 
SE. Schneider and C. Cra"pton, lOA comparison of some 
Respiratory and Circulatory Reactions of Athletes and Non-ath l etes," 
American Journa l of Physioloav, 129 (1940), 165-170. 
7Sk ~nnct·. Holloszy, and Cur e:: ton, "Physica l Work," 
Sp. O. Astrand, 
Relation to Sex and A~e 
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Fig_ 1.--Post-test heart rate response to exerc i se 
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longer time to achieve a steady state condition was required. This is 
in accordance with the pattern described by de Vries9 who suggests that 
as exercise begins the pulse rate elevates very rapidly due to the 
anticipation of exercise; it then plateau" proportionally to work load 
of exercise in any individual. According to Astrand lO the patterns 
which appear in Table 6 and in Figure 1 are typical responses to 
submaximal exercfse. 
TABLE 6 
MEAN I:EART RATES 
Experimental Control 
Time 
(li inutes) Pre Post Pre Post 
Res ti ng 71.8 67.0 72.6 71.4 
84 .5 7B.8 87.4 85.1 
.-
2 B2.S 7B.3 85.1 86 .0 
3 B3.S 77 .3 86.3 86.9 
4 84.0 77.3 87.4 89.4 , 
5 84.0 77.5 86.9 89 . 7 
6 83.0 77 .5 87.4 89.4 
7 95.5 89.3 99 . 1 100.0 
8 100.0 94.0 105.1 106.0 
g 103.5 QS.O 106.3 106.9 
10 104.5 97.8 106.9 109.4 
11 105.0 96 .8 109.7 110.9 
9d& Vries. ~sioloo~ of Exercise, 65. 
lOAstrand, "Experimental Studies . " 
TABLE 5- -Contfnued 
Experimental Control Ti me 
(m nutes) Pre Post Pre Post 
12 106.0 96 .0 10B.6 109.7 
13 118.5 110 .3 118.9 119 . 1 
14 126 .~ 118. 3 125.7 126.3 
15 126.6 120.0 128.0 130 .0 
16 129. 7 122.9 128.3 132.7 
17 133.1 123.0 132 .0 135.0 
18 137 . 7 124.5 131.3 136 . 7 
Recovery 
106.3 98.0 104.3 110.3 
2 97.5 88.8 91.4 99.4 
3 91. 5 85.3 87.4 90.3 
4 90.5 84.5 83.4 88.0 
5 85.5 81. 3 83.4 82. 9 
The patterns observed in Fi gure 2 suggest that there was very little 
response to training withi n the contr?l group but t~at there was a 
definite decrease in heart rate tlithin the experimental group :.:.~e 
Fi 9ure 3). This was confirmed by the t-ratios presented in Table 7 
I>Jhich indicates that there was no Significant differences between 
the groups before training and that there IVas a signiffca nt difference 
beb/een the groups after the train i ng program. The experimental group 
decreased their fina l exerCising heC!:r t rate an average of 13.2 beats 
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TABLE 7 
SUMlo!ARY OF t-RATIOS FOR SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS 
OURING EXERCISE 
Pre-Test Post-Test 
Level of Mean Mean Exprcise Heart Rate t* P Heart Rate t< 
I. 150 kpm Gl 83.5 Gl 77.5 G2 87.1 0.723 N.S. G2 88 .1 2.365 
2. 450 kpm Gl 106.0 Gl 96.4 G2 109 .1 0.496 N.S. G2 110.3 3.203 
3. 750 kpm G1 136 .0 G1 123.8 52 131. 7 0.532 N.S . G2 135 .7 2.350 
<All items have df=13 and t .05=1.77l. except item no. 3. 
where df=ll and t. 05=1 . 796 . 
P 
<.05 
<.05 
<.05 
per minute (Table 8). This is consistent >lith de Vries ll who suggests 
that as trllining progresses heart rate for a simi lar work load 
decreases . There were significant gains within the experimental group 
while the control group diu not show any similar gain (Table 8). At 
the first work load there was no significant gain by the experimental 
group; however , there ~/as dn observab le trend in this direction. This 
is consistent with Skinner12 and Cundiff13 who suggest that at low 
levels of exercise less change in performance is noted than at higher 
leve ls of exercise. 
l1de Vries, Phys;oloQV of Exe rcise. 
12Sk inner. Holloszy. and Cureton. "Physical Hork •• 
13uav i d L Cundi f f. "Trdining Chenges in the Sympi:th o.Adrenal 
System Determined by Cardiac Cycle Hemodynamics. 02 Intake and 
Eos i nopenia," (unpublished Ph .n. di ssertation. UniverSity of Illinois), 1966. 
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Level of 
Exerc; se 
TABLE 8 
SUMfIARY OF t-RATIOS FOR SIGNI FICANT GAWS IHTHItI 
THE GROUPS DURI NG EXERCISE 
Group 1 Group 2 
Nea n Mean Heart Rate t* P Heart Rate t* 
1. 150 kpm Tl 83.5 Tl 87.1 
P 
T2 77.5 1. 387 N.S. T2 88.1 0.200 N.S. 
2. 450 
3. 750 
kpm Tl 106.0 
T2 96 .0 1. 790 <.05 
kpm Tl 136.0 
T2 123.8 1.948 <.05 
*Gl (1.&2.) df=14: t.05=1.761 
G2 (1.&2.) df=12: t .05=1.782 
G1 (3.) df=12: t.05=1 . 782 
G2 (3.) df= l D; t.05=1.812 
Tl 109.1 
T2 110.3 1.034 N.S. 
Tl 131. 7 
T2 135.7 0.844 N.S. 
The results of this portion of the study indicated that the 
null hypothesis of no change in heart rate response to training was 
rejected at all three work loads. 
Recovery Heart Rate. The heart rate recovery patterns noted 
in this study were typical of heart ri\ te patterns that have been 
observed by others. 14 The recovery pattern observed in this study 
revealed the largest decline occurred during the first two minutes 
(see Figure 1). The fac t that .fter five minutes the heart rate "as 
still above the resting leve l indicated that the cardi ovascular 
system was still recovering from the previous exercise . Skinner15 
14Wa11i n. "Jo9ging Prograr:1." 
lSSki nner, Holloszy, and Cureton. "Physical Werk." 
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found a reduction of heart rates for work loads and that recovery 
occurred more rapidly when compared to pre-training measurements. 
The results from this study indi ca ted a tendency for the experimental 
subjects to recover more qui ck ly in the first two minutes although 
these differences d;d not reach statistical significance (Table 9) . 
Time ir. 
Mi nut.,. 
1 
2 
5 
TABLE 9 
SUMMARY OF t-RATIOS fOR SIGNIfiCANCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS 
DURING RECOVERY 
Pre-Tes '~ Post-Test 
Mean Mean H~art Rate t* P Heart Rate t w 
Gl 106 . 3 Gl 98.3 G2 104 . 3 0.223 11. S. G2 110.3 1.507 
Gl 97.5 Gl 88.8 G2 91.4 0.702 N.S. G2 99.1 1.407 
Gl 85.5 Gl 81.3 G2 83.4 0 .532 N.S. G2 82 .9 0.265 
*AII items ha ve dfi 13 and t .05=1.771. 
P 
N.S. 
-ii. S. 
N.S. 
The small number of subjects in this study and the re latively short 
training period may have limited the ch~nce of showing statistical 
significance . Pollock16 found tha t a period of at least twentj weeks 
was required to achieve statistically significant gains in recovery 
heart rate as res ult of progres ; ive aerobic training . The results of 
this study require that the null hypotheSis of no change be accepted. 
16pOllock. Cardiovascul ar [fficien~. 
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Physical Working Capacity. Brooker17 suggests that heart rate 
can be used "ith a high degree of confidence to predict the extent of 
alteration in \'Iork capacity b"ought about by a progressive training 
program. Robinson. 18 Knehr. lg and Tuttle. 20 have all found an increase 
in "urk capacity brough t about hy tra i ni ng . As trand21 sugges ts tha t 
heart rate measured after five ' i nutes of exercise increases linearly 
\Yith the work loa d to 1500 kgm (750 Watts). This vie" is supported 
by Cooper22 and Hyr,oham23 who suggest that physical working capacity 
can be predicte~ from the maximum heart rate at one or more rates of 
work. Astrand
24 
suggests that the bicycle ergometer has become an 
;mportant aid in the evaluation of physical working capacity. The 
predicted PWC-170 in this study "as determined from the heart rates 
at 150 kgm and 450 kgm. The predicted PWC-l70 in the experimental 
group increased significantly f,'om 1340.25 kpm to 1792.25 kpm whi1 ~ 
the control group remained the same (Table 10). As can be seen in 
Table 11 and Figure 4, there was no difference between the groups 
before the training program while there was a significant difference 
after the training program. 
17Brooker, "Endurance Training Intensity." 
18S. Robinson and P. H. Harmon, "Effects ,..~ Training and of 
Gelatin Upon Certain Factors ~Jhich limit Muscular Wal'k," American 
Journal of Physiology, 133 (1941). 161-169. 
19Knehr. Orill. and Neufeld. "Training and its Effect." 
20T"ttle. "Effect of PhYSica l Training." 
21 As trand, "Sex and Age." 
22Cooper. IItt,axima 1 Q2 Uptake. 11 
23~.'y ndham, "Submaxima 1 Tes ts." 
24Ast rand, f:crk Tests >lith the Bicycle Eroometer. 
TABLE 10 
NEAN PREDICTED P~C-17D 
Pre-Test Post-Test 
Experimental 
Control 
1340 . 25 
l3oo .B6 
TABLE 11 
1792.25 
1300.B6 
SUMHARY OF t- p.A rrOS FOR PREDICTED PWC-170 BETWEEN GROUPS 
Pre- Test Post-Test 
t P t P 
.206 1. 761 N.S. 2.033 1. 761 
.05 
With the heart, improveme nt is determined by such standards as 
a reduced pulse rate when certain work loads are imposed on it. The 
heart rate requires that aerobic training is necessary for this cardio-
vascular conditioning to take place. 25 Therefore, the null hypothesiS 
of no change ',<las rejected and it was concluded that training does 
i mp rove PWC. 
Oxygen Consump tion. A measurement of the individual's maximum 
oxyge n uptake gi ves va luable infonnation about (1) the maximum "ork 
po"er and (2) the functional capacity of the oxygen-transport system.26 
25p.odale, " Ho~'1 much Exerci s e (or the Heart .• 
26Astrand I IlAerobi c C~~aci ty. II 
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750 
Astrand and Rhymlng27 introduced a method of determining oxygen 
consumption at one rate of work. According to Astrand28 heart rate is 
a linear function of oxygen co nsumption throughout the entire range of 
work rates up to the individual's maximum. Astrand2g also suggests 
that in order to measure consumption the subject must be stressed for 
at least five minutes. Oxygen consumption in this study was estimated 
at one work load (750 kpm). This allowed for the minimum five minute 
stress peri od (the stress period was eighteen minutes). The procedure 
for the determination of oxygen consumption as outlined by Astrand30 
was utilized. 
Bird31 studied ten men, twenty-three to fifty-five, who trained 
for twenty-three weeks and found significant increases in oxygen 
consumption. Similar results were also found by Sucec32 and ' Ri bsl.33 
The results of this study are in agreeMent with the results of the 
studies mentioned above. There was an increase in oxygen consumption 
in the expe rimental group frolll 2.98 liters per minute to 3.51 liters 
per minute; thi s proved to bea significant gain (Table 12) . In this 
27 !!ili!,. 
2ap. O. Astrand , uSub~"'aximal Tests ';ur Estimation of Maximum 
Oxygen Intake. 1I Canadian Medical ASSOCiation Journal, 96 (~1a rch. 196 7),737. 
29Ast l'and, Sex and Age. 
J01bid• 
3lAs trand, Work Tests I·tith the BicYcle (roometer, 20-24. 
32e ird , "Effects of an Individual Gea red exerci se Program, ... 
33Ri bsl, "Changes in I~dximal Oxygen Intak~.· 
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case the null hypothesis was rejected which indicated that the 
experimental program caused signifi cant increases in oxygen 
consumption. 
Surrmary 
TABLE 12 
5Uft'1ARY OF t-RATl05 FOR OXYGEN CONSUflPTlON 
FOR THE EXPERIf:ENTAL GROUP 
~lean Scores 
(lImin . ) 
2.98 
T2 3.51 
t* 
2.633 
*df'12 and t.os'1 .782. 
P 
.05 
This st udy indicated that a fifteen week program of aerobic 
tr~ining produced no change in resting heart rate. significant 
reductions in exercise heart rate at all three work loads. an 
increase in PWC-170. and an increase in predicted 02 consumption. 
These results were discussed and compared to previous findings. 
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CflAPlER ~ IVE 
Summary and Conclusions 
Sumnary 
The primary purpose of the present investigation was to study 
the relationship between progre5sive aerobic training and physical 
working capacity. It was also the purpose of this study to 
investigate: 
1. The relationship between training and resting, exercise, 
and recovery heart rate. 
2. The relationship between training and oxygen consumption. 
The subjects in the present investigation were fifteen ma Te 
volunteers between the ages of twenty-three and fifty-seven years 
old . The subject group was cqmprised of university faculty, business 
and professional men of the community. 
Heart rate, during rest. exercise, and recovery was recorded 
on all subjects for three work loads. From this information, PWC-170 
and oxygen consumption were calculated . The test consisted n~ riding 
a bicycle ergometer at three progressive work loads, each load was 
sustained for s i x minutes. 
The work load , tarted at 150 kpm and was increased at the end 
of six minutes to 450 kpm and at the end of twelve minutes to 750 kpm. 
The results of this study ind; cated relationships exi s ted 
beb/e,:m training (fifteen ~Iee k s. \'/ith an average of blo tines ,per 
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week) and the pa rametors studied in the investigation. Of basic 
ieportance in interpreting these relationships was the fact of the 
short duration of the program and the small number of subjects 
involv2d. 
Conclus ions 
Within the above scope of this study, the following conclusions 
were drawn : 
1. A fifteen week progressive aerobic training program 
produced an increase in PWC-170 !n adult men. 
2. Resting heart rate was r.ot significantly reduced in 
fifteen weeks of aerobic training . 
3. Heart rate dur ing exercise, on a bicycle ergome ter at 
work loads of 150 , 450, and 750 kpm, produced s ignificant reductions 
as a result of aerobic training . 
4. Recovery heart rate after eighteen minutes of exercise 
on the bicycle ergometer, was ryot significantly altered after a 
fifteen week aerobic training program. 
S. Oxygen consump tion was significantly increased as a 
resu lt of ~he ae robics training program. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Adult Fitness Class 
West- rn Kentucky University 
(For information or questions. contact either Dr . David Cundiff 
or fir . Gary Kaye.) 
Prior to all testing in t his course please follow the 
following instructions very closely . 
1. Report for testing twenty (20) minutes prior to sc~eduled 
testing time. 
2. Do not get up more than one hour prior to scheduled 
testing time. 
3. Do not pdrticipate in any physical exercise before being 
tested. 
4. Do not become ·involved in stimulating situations prior to 
being tested. 
5. Do not eat, smoke, or drink, if possible, before the test. 
6. Try to arrange transportation t. ~he test rather than 
walking. 
7. Try to avoid any physical or emotional stimulation prior 
to th~ test. 
Pleaso note: The above instructions are designed for the 
purpose of keeping the body. and all its activities, as clos e to the 
basal or resting s tate as possible in order to obtain more valid results. 
5& 
APPENDIX 2 
Pre-Test Heart Rates 
Ti r.le In Experimental Group 
Minutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Res t; ng 82 58 76 76 58 76 80 68 100 68 88 84 76 80 88 92 2 96 64 88 80 72 80 88 92 3 96 68 88 84 72 80 88 92 4 96 68 BB 84 7<' 84 88 92 5 100 68 88 84 76 80 84 92 
~ 6 96 68 92 84 72 80 84 88 7 104 80 100 96 96 92 96 100 8 108 80 1'12 100 92 100 100 108 9 124 84 112 108 96 100 96 108 10 124 84 116 108 96 100 96 112 11 124 84 120 108 96 100 96 112 12 124 84 116 112 100 100 96 116 13 140 100 124 120 112 112 112 128 14 148 100 136 132 124 124 112 136 15 108 140 130 128 128 11 2 140 16 108 140 140 132 128 112 148 17 112 144 148 136 132 112 148 18 112 148 156 140 136 120 152 
57 
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Pre-Test Heart Rates--Continued 
Time In 
Experime ntal Group 
Minutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
132 84 104 118 96 100 92 124 
2 120 72 104 108 88 96 84 108 
3 112 72 96 104 76 88 80 104 
4 104 72 92 100 76 88 88 104 
5 104 60 88 100 76 84 76 96 
Pre-,est Heart Rates 
Time In 
Control Group 
f1i nutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Res t i n9 60 72 72 80 92 60 '-,2 
80 88 88 92 92 BO 92 
2 72 76 88 92 96 80 92 
3 72 80, 96 92 92 80 92 
4 76 84 88 92 92 80 100 
5 72 84 88 92 96 76 100 
6 72 B4 88 92 96 80 100 
7 76 92 108 108 104 96 110 
8 92 96 116 116 ' 104 96 116 
9 92 100 116 120 104 96 116 
10 96 100 116 120 104 96 11 6 
11 100 100 120 120 112 96 120 
12 100 100 116 12Q 112 96 116 
59 
Pre-Test Heart Rates--Continued 
Time In 
Control Group 
Minutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 
13 116 104 140 120 116 108 128 
14 124 10~ 140 136 128 108 136 
15 124 108 148 136 132 112 136 
16 124 112 152 132 112 136 
17 128 116 156 140 112 140 
18 124 116 156 140 112 140 
84 98 132 108 108 8' 116 
2 72 80 112 108 104 68 96 
3 72 72 100 100 104 68 96 
4 68 72 100 96 96 68 84 
5 72 72 104 92 92 68 84 
APPENDIX 3 
Pos t -Test Heart Rates 
Time In 
Experimenta l Group 
Minutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Res t i n9 72 56 72 76 52 76 72 60 
s.; 60 84 84 72 78 84 84 
2 84 66 84 84 68 78 84 84 
3 84 64 84 80 72 78 72 84 
4 84 64 84 84 68 78 72 84 
5 84 64 84 80 68 78 78 84 
6 84 64 84 80 
_ . . 
68 78 78 84 
7 100 72 96 96 86 88 84 92 
8 100 76 104 104 92 92 84 100 
9 100 80 104 104 88 92 88 104 
10 104 80 104 110 92 92 92 108 
11 100 80 104 110 92 92 88 108 
12 100 80 104 104 92 92 88 108 
13 116 92 120 124 104 106 100 120 
14 124 100 128 132 108 11 4 108 132 
15 100 132 132 116 120 108 132 
16 100 132 140 120 120 lOr 140 
17 100 128 140 124 120 108 140 
18 104 128 140 124 120 108 140 
60 
~l 
Post-Test lIeart Rates--Continued 
Experimental Group 
Time In 
Minutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
102 87 100 116 76 96 96 116 
2 78 72 88 110 76 88 88 110 
3 78 70 86 102 74 86 84 102 
4 78 70 88 100 78 84 78 100 
5 78 70 80 96 70 80 78 98 
Post-Test Heart Rates 
Control Group 
Time In 
Mi nutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Resti n9 64 76 70 72 94 62 62 
80 80 84 84 104 82 82 
2 76 84 82 88 104 86 82 
3 76 84 88 88 104 86 82 
4 76 92 90 88 108 86 84 
5 76 84 90 88 108 86 96 
6 76 84 90 88 108 86 04 
7 96 96 96 100 116 96 100 
8 100 104 106 104 120 100 108 
9 100 100 108 108 120 104 108 
10 90 100 120 108 120 112 116 
11 104 108 116 ~08 120 112 108 
12 104 100 116 108 120 112 108 
62 
Post-Test Heart Rates --Continued 
Time In Control Group 
Hlnutes 2 3 4 5 6 7 
13 116 108 134 112 128 116 120 
14 120 108 144 1: 8 136 120 128 
15 132 112 144 128 140 124 130 
16 136 116 152 140 124 132 
17 140 120 156 144 128 142 
18 140 124 158 144 128 142 
92 90 130 116 132 108 104 
2 88 80 110 lOB 120 92 96 
3 72 80 104 110 112 80 B4 
4 76 76 100 100 108 76 80 
: 5 72 76 96 B4 104 68 80 
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